
PREPARING FOR YOUR 
NEWBORN SHOOT



HELLO!

Congratulations on your new baby! Thank you so much for allowing us 

the amazing and rewarding job of photographing your new tiny human 

in their first few days of life. Newborns are our passion and we consider 

ourselves truly lucky to be around these little miracles so much.

As you know, our style is very simple and classic - we don’t put babies in 

baskets, buckets or containers, we keep the colour palette soft and neu-

tral and we play it very safe with posing. 

We know what we are doing - we have over 11 years of experience in 

newborn photography and we’d like to take this opportunity to prepare 

you for your shoot at RinkaDink so that you know exactly what to expect. 

It is our hope that you will leave our studio relaxed, happy and confident 

that we have captured your wee one perfectly in those first precious 

days of their life.

The key to a successful newborn shoot is a sleeping baby! Throughout this 

guide we will explain our method of getting those sleeping, curly baby 

poses that all new parents just adore.





FOR BABY

In the first 10-14 days of life babies are sleepy and still very ‘curly’ so this is the best time to get 
those classic newborn shots. The sleepier your baby is during your session, the quicker and 
easier it will be!

Before the shoot, please feed baby before you get here. Also, please do not let him sleep 
beforehand, instead try giving him a bath, let him kick with only a nappy, tickle his toes, and 
even let him fuss for a little bit (no dummies) for the few hours beforehand. This will ensure 
those squishy, sleepy newborn pictures! We can’t stress the importance of trying to 
keep him awake for a while at home before coming to the studio. 

Hopefully then your baby will snooze on the way here and when you arrive we can take 
that little snoozer straight from carseat to NewbCube without disturbing them!

Sessions last around 90 minutes, sometimes longer if baby is a light sleeper, or is hungry! The 
easiest way to ensure a sleepy baby is the willingness to nurse/bottlefeed off and on. Once 
baby is ‘rooting’ for food we will call mum in to feed him as they typically won’t settle at 
all at this point without a full tummy! Some babies are cluster feeders in the first few weeks 
and we try and work to their tune so if they need extra feeds than usual it is totally cool with 
us! Don't stress about anything - this will be a nice relaxing time for you and the less stressed 
you are, the more chilled your beautiful bundle will be.

If you can, bring a dummy or pacifier. Even if you haven’t used one, just for the 2 hours 
that we are posing him/her usually really helps. If you don’t happen to have one, we 
keep un-opened soothers here in the studio (as well as plenty of newborn nappies). 
However if you really prefer that we don’t use one, that’s fine as well!



GETTING IN THE PICTURE

For Mum & Dad
Photographing the connection between you and your baby is one of our all time 
favorite things. Just as they encourage in the hospital, skin to skin contact creates 
the most beautiful images. If you’d like some photos with baby or as a family here’s 
our advice to you:

Dads: non-graphic tshirts or shirts in pastel/white/grey work best. Your hands may be 
in some of the photos (holding the baby etc) so remember your wedding ring and 
make sure your fingernails are photo-ready!

Mums: loose-fitting tank tops work well. Silk photographs beautifully in our studio. 
Keep the color neutral (white and cream are perfect) and design-free.  Also, rest as-
sured, we aim to photograph using flattering angles and light to bring out the natural 
beauty in your family. Your hands will feature so ensure they are photo-ready! 

For Siblings
Soft, neutral colours are always best - newborn skintone can be very pink or very yel-
low and we find that bright colours can enhance this. So greys/creams/whites tend 
to photograph best.

Tiny humans with bare feet always looks best in the studio.

For Baby
We’ve got this covered! We have all the props and wraps we need here :) Maybe 
bring one neutral babygro or outift for family photos.



AT THE STUDIO!

When you arrive bring baby up in the carseat if you can, to avoid wakening 

them.  We will get baby settled in the NewbCube and we’ll get mum and dad 

sorted with their first cup of tea or coffee. It’s time to kick back and relax - 

you did all the work in getting here and now the rest is in our hands! 

We have a little space for clients to sit in, if kids need a snack or baby needs 

a feed or dad needs a strong coffee this all happens in the nook so that we 
don’t have food on our lovely white specialist flooring! If siblings will be 

joining you for the session we recommend you bring some toys/books/an 

ipad to amuse them. There’s also a park right across from our building that 

dad could possibly take them to for the first hour of the shoot, to save them 

getting fed up.

The newborn part of the shoot takes anywhere from 60-90 minutes depending 

on how sleepy or hungry the baby is. In this time we want you to relax and 

enjoy the quietness! Unlimited tea and snacks, free wifi and comfy seats are 

all here for you.

It is our hope that you come to the studio feeling comfortable and at home. 

We are truly honored to be able to document this incredible time in your lives 

and look forward to getting to know you and your sweet baby!



Our Address - RinkaDink Stu-
dio, Unit B1.07, Portview Trade 
Centre, 310 Newtownards 
Road, Belfast, BT4 1HE.  If you 
click on this link http://goo.
gl/maps/ed8kr and then pop 
in your own address in as the 
starting point you will get door 
to door directions. 

Parking - Customer parking is 
available on site.

Contact - Give us a ring on 028 
90 738 472  when you are arriv-
ing and we’ll nip downstairs to 
meet you.




